
Key Trends in Quality Assurance

Scaled agile and DevOps are changing the game for software 
testing. It is not just a matter of accelerating testing — it 
is also about fundamentally altering the way quality is 
measured. For Agile, we need to test faster and earlier. But 
DevOps demands a more deep-seated shift. 

The test outcomes required to drive a fully-automated 
release pipeline are dramatically different than the ones 
that most teams measure today. Even if you are very good 
at testing in a siloed manner isolated to an Agile team, 
this might not help with a DevOps process where an 
overarching assessment of business risk is imperative for a 
release decision.

In the past, when software testing was a timeboxed activity 
at the end of the cycle, the focus was on answering the 
question, ‘Are we done testing?’ When this was the primary 
question, “counting” metrics associated with the number 
of tests run, incomplete tests, passed tests and failed tests,  
drove the process and influenced the release decision. These 
metrics are highly ineffective in understanding the actual 
quality of a release. Today, the question to answer is: 'Does 
the release have an acceptable level of risk?'

To provide the DevOps community with an objective 
perspective on the quality metrics most critical to answering 
this question, Tricentis commissioned Forrester to research 
the topic. The goal was to analyse how DevOps leaders 
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measured and valued 75 quality metrics (selected by 
Forrester), then identify which metrics matter most for 
DevOps success. 

Here’s a look at the process:

1. Survey 603 global enterprise leaders responsible for their 
firms’ DevOps strategies.

2. From that sample, identify the firms with mature and 
successful DevOps adoptions (157 met Forrester’s criteria 
for this distinction). 

3. Learn what quality metrics those experts actually 
measure, and how valuable they rate each metric that 
they regularly measure. 

4. Use those findings to rate and rank each metric’s usage 
(how often experts use the metric) and value (how highly 
experts value the metric).

5. Compare the DevOps experts’ quality metric 
usage vs that of DevOps laggards. If there was a 
significant discrepancy, the metric is considered a 
DevOps differentiator.

For each category of quality metrics, a heat map was 
produced showing usage vs value rankings. For example, 
here is the heat map for the Build category metrics.

The data for each metric was also plotted into a quadrant 
with four sections:

• Value added: Metrics used frequently by DevOps experts 
and consistently rated as valuable by the organisations 
that measure them.

• Hidden gem: Metrics that are not used frequently by 
DevOps experts, but are consistently rated as valuable by 
the organisations that measure them.

• Overrated: Metrics used frequently by DevOps experts, 
but not rated as valuable by the organisations that 
measure them.

• Distraction: Metrics that are not used frequently 
by DevOps experts, and not rated as valuable by the 
organisations that measure them.

Ranking Heat Map

Metric
Usage 
Rank

Value  
Rank

Automated tests prioritised by risk 13 1

Successful code builds 1 2

Unit test pass / fail rate 9 3

Total number of defects 5 4

Code coverage 10 5

Test cases executed 12 6

Build failure rate 6 7

Defect status by severity 1 8

Static analysis results 10 9

New defects 7 10

Test case coverage 7 10

Unit test coverage 14 12

Requirements covered by tests 4 13

Defect status by priority 15 14

Code churm 17 15

Tests did not run 18 16

Number of automated tests 3 17

Test hygiene metrics 16 18
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For example, here is the quadrant for Build category metrics: 

Some of the key findings specific to the Asia Pacific region are 
outlined below.  

End-to-end testing metrics are valued–and measured–
more than in the global average
Although Asia-Pacific respondents measured fewer Build 
and Functional Validation metrics than the global average, 
they measured (and valued) end-to-end testing metrics 
much more than their peers around the world. For example, 
percent of automated end-to-end tests was measured by 

47% of the respondents (36% globally) and highly-valued 
by 84% (70% globally). Risk coverage measurement was 
measured by 49% (34% globally) and highly-valued by 
71% (59% globally). This underscores to the region’s focus 
on digital transformation and commitment to delivering 
exceptional user experiences.

API testing metrics were also valued—and measured—
more than in the global average
Asia-Pacific respondents also measured and valued API 
testing quality metrics more than the global average. 
Overall, API quality metrics were measured by 16% more 
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Top 20 DevOps Quality Metrics that Matter to Asia Pacific DevOps Experts

Source : Forrester Research on DevOps Metrics that Matter 
(https://www.tricentis.com/resources/forrester-research-on-devops-quality-metrics/)
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organisations in this region than globally. The highest valued 
API quality metrics were API Test Coverage (63% vs 39% 
globally) and API risk coverage (79% vs 62% globally). This 
prioritisation of API testing is probably a side effect of the 
regional trend towards API-driven open banking (the vast 
majority of respondents indicated they were in the Financial 
Services and Insurance sector).

There is a greater leader/laggard quality metrics 
measurement gap
Part of the study involved classifying the respondents as 
either DevOps leaders or DevOps laggards, based on their 
responses to various questions about the maturity of their 
processes. Although the percentage of DevOps leaders in the 
region was lower than the global average (18% vs 26%), the 
DevOps leaders from Asia-Pacific generally measured quality 
metrics at a comparable rate to their global peers. However, 
the DevOps laggards in Asia-Pacific generally measured 
quality metrics at a much lower rate than their global peers. 
This suggests that the select set of firms that have truly 
prioritised DevOps initiatives have made great strides–and 
the laggards have a lot of catching up to do in order to 
remain competitive. 

Accelerating Testing for DevOps
The Quality Assurance (QA) team of a leading developer 
of banking software decided to transform testing so the 
organisation could continue its commitment to exceptional 
quality while accelerating time to market. With a highly-
complex, specialised system and a library of 100,000+ test 
cases, it was imperative that negative impacts to connected 
systems be identified and mitigated before each release. The 
team began to identify and measure the risk associated with 
each release and integrated the use of risk- based testing 
to eliminate redundant tests that were not adding value – a 
metric identified as the most valuable in the DevOps quality 
metrics report. 

The QA team also recognised it needed to start testing 
earlier, complete testing faster, keep tests in sync with rapid 
application changes, and deliver the near-instant continuous 
quality feedback that the Agile development teams now 
expected. The result: By prioritising automated tests by risk, 
it delivered 30% more features per release, achieved a 50% 
reduction in production defects, reduced their testing cycle 
time by 60% and emerged as a true DevOps leader.
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